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We had been looking for a machine

for skin tightening from a reputable

company like Lumenis for some

time, We wanted to Provide our

customers with some extra oPtions

for resolving wrinkles and skin laxity -
not everyone is ready to take on the

commitment of cosmetic injectables

and the inevitable maintenance that

is required,

There are a lot of different options

on the market, but we were attracted

to the NuEra Tight because of its

ability to treat a diverse range of

skin conditions and focus energy on

specific depths.
We have had the NuEra Tight for

six months now and it has Provided
us with an excellent option for these

clients. The fact that NuEra Tight can

address other skin conditions such

as cellulite reduction, fat reduction

and skin rejuvenation has been a

massive advantage,

At first, we were a little

apprehensive about how our
patients would react to this new

technology - patient satisfaction

is always of utmost imPorlance

to the success of our business,

But it soon became clear that our

patients loved the NuEra Tight

because they kept returning for

treatments and were haPPY with

the results achieved.

Our patients love NuEra Tight

because it is a simPle and very

pleasant experience, So manY

aesthetic treatments these daYs

involve a considerable arnount

of discomfort, and sometimes

disf gurement, before the desired

look ls achieved, NuEra Tight is not

like that at all. -[ne experience is

enjoyab e jron- staft to flnlsh, with

no side effec:s. rc do,,vnt me and

no aftercai'e,

We hao a pa: ert ,,vho lost 50kg

due to l','e ght css surgery and

WE SPEAK WITH DR RAHMA TARGETT ABOUT HER EXPERIENCE USING NUERA TIGHI

THE GROUND-BREAKING, NO.DOWNTIME SKIN TIGHTENING TECHNOLOGY THAT

USES FOCAL RF FOR MULTI-FACETED FACE AND BODY TREATMENTS.
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C\/VE NAAKE USE OF EVERY FUNCTION THAI NUERA TIGHT
HAS TO OFFER, INCLUDING TARGETED FAT REDUCIION,
CELLULIIE REDUCTION, SKIN TIGHTENING, WRINKLE
REDUCTION AND SKIN REJUVENAIION. ,

subsequently had a tummy tuck.
There was this bulge above the
scar which wasn't budging with
any exercises or any fat reduction
devices they had used. After six
sessions of NuEra Tight under the
fat reduction setting, there was a
visible flattening of the bulge and he
was very satisfied with the result.
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We were surprised at how easy the
NuEra Tight is to use. We felt very
confident in using it after just two
days of training. One of the great
things about this machine is that
I can have a consultation with the
patient, set up the machine
to the required treatment setting
and then allow the aesthetic
therapist to continue with the
treatment. The device has inbuilt
temperature sensing so there is no

chance of patients being over-
treated or experiencing unpleasant
hot spots.
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Focal RF allows the practitioner

to determine how deeply the RF

energy penetrates, which is unique

among other machines on the
market. For skin rejuvenation and
skin tightening, the RF energy
penetrates more superficially, while
for fat reduction the RF energy
penetrates much deeper. NuEra
Tight also allows for several different
conditions to be treated at the same

time. For example, for a double
chin treatment, you can achieve fat
reduction as well as skin tightening
at the same time using NuEra Tight
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We make use of every function that
NuEra Tight has to offer, including

targeted fat reduction, cellulite
reduction, skin tightening, wrinkle
reduction and skin rejuvenation.
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I think it is impodant in a c inical
practice to offer a range of different
treatments that cater to the needs of
all clients. Not only does this device
benefit our clients but it also benefits
our practice by bringing in a larger

and more diverse clientele, You will

also find that by combining different

treatment types, you can often

achieve a better result.

F{*w ea* pra€ti€es benefit fa'*m
$uGra ?ig?rt fr*m an RGI en$
financial standpoint?
Return on investment is imporlant
to every aesthetic medical practice,

and this was one of the things
we considered before purchasing

the NuEra Tight. Another thing
that attracted us to this machine
was that it requires very few
consumables and the machine
itself requires very little servicing

and maintenance. This, combined
with the fact that it can be used to
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